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“It is still unclear how Brexit negations will affect the
overseas holiday market. However, because beach breaks

tend to be longer summer holidays, it is likely that sizeable
proportion of consumers will cut back on short city breaks

in the low seasons before they forgo their main beach
break in the summer.”

– Fergal McGivney, Travel Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• The importance of trusted peer review source
• Crowdsourcing opinions through social networks
• Budget airlines are branching out into the beach package market
• Packages could become more popular if the UK economy enters recession

Scope of this Report

A beach holiday is defined as a holiday near a seaside location, where the beach forms a significant –
but not necessarily the only – element of that holiday. These holidays must constitute a stay of at least
one night and do not include business trips, visits to stay with friends and relatives or stays solely for
events such as weddings or funerals.

The consumer section of this Report looks at beach holiday destinations visited, factors that influenced
the choice of beach destination, booking methods for beach holidays, winter versus summer beach
holidays, beach holiday plans for the coming year and combining beach breaks with other types of
holiday (beach-plus).
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Short-haul destinations likely to benefit in 2017
Figure 16: Beach holiday destinations visited in the last 12 months, December 2016

Significant gains for traditional favourites Spain and Italy
Figure 17: UK residents’ holiday visits to selected beach holiday destinations, Q1-Q3 2015 and 2016

Peer influentials play an important role…

…but there is still an opportunity to leverage online influentials

Families heavily influenced by tour operators

Over a third are influenced by an airline’s website
Figure 18: Influencing factors for choosing a beach holiday, December 2016

A wide array of influencing factors
Figure 19: Repertoire of influencing factors for choosing a beach holiday, December 2016

Two thirds book their beach holiday as a package
Figure 20: Beach holiday bookings, December 2016

Younger consumers and seniors most likely to book packages
Figure 21: Beach holiday bookings, by age, December 2016

Some long-haul tour operators are now charging more for trips

Just under a third of beach holidaymakers took a winter break
Figure 22: Time of year for beach holidays, December 2016

Reaching out to seniors
Figure 23: Time of year for beach holidays, by age, December 2016

Reasons for not taking a winter beach break
Figure 24: Plans for beach holidays abroad in the next 12 months, December 2016

Long-haul versus short-haul beach destinations

Plenty of options for cheap beach holiday destinations
Figure 25: Plans for beach holidays abroad in the next 12 months, December 2016

Combining beach holidays with other types
Figure 26: Holiday types interested in, December 2016

Abbreviations

Beach Holiday Destinations

Destination Influencing Factors

Beach Holiday Booking

When Beach Holiday was Taken

Beach Holiday Plans

Beach-plus Holidays

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
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